Graduation is a time to celebrate and be proud of one’s accomplishments. Over the past few weeks, many of our students have been recognized at award ceremonies for their outstanding achievements in academics, the arts, community service, leadership, and athletics. During today’s graduation ceremony, you will notice some students wearing decorative academic regalia such as cords, medals, and pins. These students are proudly displaying the colors of the honor societies into which they have been inducted, and we congratulate them on these esteemed achievements!

Senior Class: Pink and Black
Science National Honor Society: Purple, Green, and Gold
French Honor Society: Blue, Red, and White
Mu Alpha Theta Math Honor Society: Light Blue and Gold
National English Honor Society: Royal Blue and Teal
Music Honor Society: Pink
National Honor Society: Gold
History Honor Society: Red and Navy
Spanish National Honor Society: Red and Gold
Thespian Honor Society: Blue and Gold
Sapere Aude Graduate Medal

In addition, students wearing red, white, and blue pins are recognized for having earned the minimum number of Community Service hours per year and having exceeded the overall number of 250 hours.
Class of 2020

Kamilla Sylvie Acra
Matthew Joseph Allen
Joseph Reuben Aming
Hannah Michelle Amoils
Mariana Antonaccio *
Lauren Emily Arriaga
Zachary Aidan Babil
Joao Henrique Barbosa
Tatiana Alycia Barnes *
Lauren Emily Arriaga
Zachary Aidan Babil
Joao Henrique Barbosa
Shaina Margaux Bassan
Sofia Bianca Benenson
Jack Benjamin Bergman †
Nikolay Romanovich Bespalenko †
Becky Bibas
Franz A. Blanc
Anika Boano
Mark Bogorad
Sabrina Pamela Cabarcs
Sophia Carolina Cabarcs
Joseph Benedicto Cabarca II
Andrew Robert Calfia
Alessander Andrei Carrillo
Sophia Diana Cartolano
Nicole Fabiola Chirinos
Paul Reed Clifford
Ellie Danielle Cohen
Hanna Shana Cohen
Joel Jacobo Cohen
Camryn Justin Davis
Luc Nicolas De Wilde
Arian Djahed
Daniel Espinal
Briana Espinosa de los Monteros Garcia
Julieta Feldman
Franco Ferreira de Melo
Sean Anthony Finny
Jack Israel Finvarb
Autumn Hope Flint-Burns *
Sophia Athanasia Galinos
Jia Amelie Garcia
Benjamin Max Ginsburg
Chantell Irene Gonzalez
Sophia Lily Gostfrand
Jackson O’Coin Halliwell
Emanuelle N. Hart
Karen Venice Jendrick
Jackson Herbert Jimenez
Madison Sarah Jimenez
Tara Alicia Julien
Roxana Lauren Kaplan
Tyler Rose Knohl
Raquel Alea Koss
Julian Daniel Kovacs
Matias Lacau
Nicola Jonah Lacharlotte
Alex Lars Levine
Andrew Scott Lips
Samantha Lauren Loeb
Samantha Marie Long
Francesca Malo
Nicolas Malo
Renée Sabrina Mandel
Gabriella Belezia Marchesani
Noah Ike Markofsky
Juliana Martinez
Ethan Tyler Mayer-Perez
Davin Maximilian McCormack
Milani Simone McCormack
Aidan Patrick McQuaid
Maria Eduarda Mello Silva
Klara Louise Meyer
Ashley Tyler Michelin
Vanessa Miroshkina
Anastasija Moskvina
Ananda Kai Naves-Penkwitt
Andrea Isabella Nela *
Vasilisa Netscheret
Eleonora Vilma Maria Novebaci
Maria Clara Paes †
Erik Pantin
Sofia Marina Paredes
Kaylynn Soraida Peralta
Helena Ohno Perez †
Shane Eden Piller
Marcela Elena Pineda Camacho
David Plotkin
Stephen Ryder Port
Amaris Liliana Rios *
Alicia Anna Rodriguez
Jack Wallace Rodriguez
Alejandro Roye Frangie
Kate Lily Russakoff
Gustavo Alfredo Salazar
Tara Perim Sarli
Julia Carol Scott *
Francesca Settineri
Camilla Sorgi
Griffin Steuelt
Isabella Stripling Serrano
Taisa Elizabeth Strouse
Dylan Jack Turk
João Pedro Moretti Vasques
Nina Maya Versluis
Rianna Nikole Washington †
Joseph Ben Weider
Morgan Holt Murchel Weisberg
Valentina Wheaton †
Ethan Harvey White †
Jacob Gil White
Gabrielle Louise Whitehorn
Ruru Yamaguchi
Asha Marie Yearwood
Ana Julia Zimovski de Macedo

† Global Studies Diploma Endorsement   * Enhanced Global Studies Diploma Endorsement